
 
Nor’Easter XVI Scenario List 

 
Main Tournament     Saturday ASL Mini-Tournament 
 
Round 1:      Round 1: 
ESG83 Split the D!     DB### Land Sharkey – to be released at NE XVI 
LSSAH29 …To It’s Last Man    OA29 The Amy H † 
WO7 Hell for the Holidays †     SP61 Objective Exodus 
FrF45 Totensonntag     SP18 An Arm and a Leg 
FrF30 Bidermann’s Escape †    SP41 Bloody Gulch 
 
Round 2:      Round 2: 
SP176 Smiling Albert     DB### Spare the Pagoda – to be release at NE XVI 
BFP23 Prelim to Death Night †    A103 Mayhem in Manila 
ESG87 Focused Fury     BRT1 The Hawk  
CDN20 The Black Devils of Anzio  †   HS15 Hill 27 
FB17 Stalingrad Redux †    SP126  Malignant Mahrattas 
 
Round 3:      Round 3: 
ESG91 It’s Not Over     VotG9 Eviction Notice † 
FT101 Fire and Ice     RB3 Bread Factory #2 † 
SP198 Fish in a Barrel     J59 Friday the 13th 
AP68 Odd Angry Shot †     FrF30 Bidermann’s Escape † 
SP181 The Elefant of Surprise †    FrF40 Sporck’s Eleven 
 
Round 4:      Big MoFo 
BFP95 Obian Highway     Round 1: 
AP71 Head in the Noose    BFP82 Steamrollers † 
BFP103 Knife in the Flank    WO5 Astride Hells Highway † 
DB092 The Streets of Kharkov    OB5/DB016 Clearing Kamienka 
FB12 The Black Ravens are Flying †   DB057 The Bloody Torokina Perimeter † 
       BFP54 Shenam Pass 
Round 5: 
SV9 Mexico and Morocco †    Round 2: 
SP199 Para-Trap     DB093 Thunder from Heaven 
SP204 Yankee Pride †     AP56 Quagmire 
FrF49 One Last Mighty Hew    VotG18 In Sight of the Volga 
AP64 A Well-Engineered Ambush   82 For Honor Alone 
       AP6 Savannah Rain (Axis balance) 
 

Friday ASL Mini-Tournament (Japanese) 
Round 1:      Round 2: 
DB091 Atrocities Beget Atrocities (Chinese Balance) FT137 300 † 
MP17 Bagging Burcorps (Japanese balance)  PBP3 Children of the Kunai † 
ESG36 Havoc in Shanghai    SP193 Kamikaze Gorge 
Z24 Men of Stone        FrF17 The Marco Polo Bridge Incident † 
AP59 Taking Heads     TAC68 Mount Akayama (Japanese balance) 
 
 
† See errata and clarifications on following pages 
 



Nor’Easter XVI - Scenario Errata, Clarifications, Q&A 
 

Nor’Easter Special Rules Interpretations – aka Carl Sez… 

Dug In Tank: In a scenario in which a Dug In Tank appears, unless specifically disallowed by SSR, the dug in tank 
can set up using HIP. If set up in open ground and the opposing player has a GO KEU with LOS to it, it is placed 
out unconcealed. Dug In Tanks can never gain concealment and lose it as per the Concealment gain/loss chart for 
Vehicles. See also O.7 and note that per the sentence under the Order Of Presentation, this rule is considered 
applicable for all scenarios, not just RB. 

Rubbling a VC building: Should all or part of a VC building be rubbled, intact remaining portions of that building 
and the rubbled portion/s of that building are still considered a building for VC purposes. Should a VC building be 
rubbled in its entirety, then it is still considered a building for VC purposes. If SSR or VC given in a specific 
scenario specifically addresses this situation, then follow those SSR. Otherwise, this will be the tourney default. 

Q&A, Errata, and Clarifications: 

Main Tournament Round 1: 

FrF30 Bidermann’s Escape:  The SdKfz 10/5 is from Armies of Oblivion (German Vehicle Note 88.1, page 
H171). 

WO7 Hell for the Holidays:  SSR 3 says "All German Personnel must enter as Passengers/Riders and may not 
unload (D6.5) from a Mobile (D.7) AFV unless adjacent to a building."  Q.  May Personnel unload in bypass of a 
building hex itself?  
A. A hex is adjacent to itself so it qualifies.  

If the tank or HT becomes Immobilized while _not_ adjacent to a building then the Passengers/Riders may still 
unload.  

Main Tournament Round 2: 

BFP 23 Prelim to Death Night: Change SBR 3 to: A +1 LV Hindrance (E3.1) is in effect. 

CDN20 The Black Devils of Anzio:  Q. The scenario depicts the First Special Service Force which was a mixed 
Canadian-American unit. The Allied OB includes 4 x 60mm MTRs. Since there are Americans in this unit, could 
one turn in 3 of the MTRs to use as 60mm OBA? 
A.  No.  

FB17 Stalingrad Redux:  There are 6 FB scenarios (FB7, FB9, FB12, FB13, FB14, and FB17) that allow each 
side to purchase additional units to supplement their at-start OBs. In all cases, no Optional Armament (D1.84) or 
other optional features such as Schuerzen (D11.2) come with the units/weapons listed in these scenario purchase 
tables.  The only Optional Vehicular Equipment potentially available in FB is part of the CGs and is covered in 
FB17.4 SSR CG18. OPTIONAL VEHICULAR EQUIPMENT. 

All units in Festung Budapest with an underlined Morale Factor always have an ELR of 5 [EXC: A16.]. 

Main Tournament Round 3: 

AP68 Odd Angry Shot :  SSR3 states that Australian MMC's have to take a PTC to be able to move in their 
Movement Phase, but don't have to if they are adjacent to a leader. I am assuming this means this exception applies 
if those MMC's start in the location with a leader.  

A.  A Location is adjacent to itself, so an MMC in the same Location as a leader fulfills the SSR requirement.  

SP 181 the Elefant of Surprise  

Q.   If an enemy AFV enters the hex where the PzTiger is HIP, must the AFV pay the extra MP cost even if this 
causes ESB? 



A.  The owning player must tell his opponent that the cost of entry into the hex is one greater than what the terrain 
chart says.  The extra MP is not required to be spent in the same way that a units do not pay the MF/MP costs due 
to HIP forts. 

Q,  Does the hidden Tiger forfeit its hidden status just for the enemy AFV entry in the same hex as if it was an 
infantry unit? 

A.  No, because vehicles entering an enemy vehicle’s hex do not cause the enemy vehicle to lose concealment. 
Look at A12.14 Removal. 

Q.   Does an AFV Hidden in brush or grain hinder the los?  If yes, must the German announce this further DRM 
only if it changes a hit in a miss or must make this announcement in any case? 

A. Yes.  Announce in any case.  
 
Q.  Is a los hindered if it crosses the open ground portion of building hex with an AFV in that building?  

A.  Yes 

Main Tournament Round 4: 

FB12 The Black Ravens are Flying:  There are 6 FB scenarios (FB7, FB9, FB12, FB13, FB14, and FB17) that 
allow each side to purchase additional units to supplement their at-start OBs. In all cases, no Optional Armament 
(D1.84) or other optional features such as Schuerzen (D11.2) come with the units/weapons listed in these scenario 
purchase tables.  The only Optional Vehicular Equipment potentially available in FB is part of the CGs. 

All units in Festung Budapest with an underlined Morale Factor always have an ELR of 5 [EXC: A16.; ACM units 
in scenario FB12]. 

Q.  SSR3 of FB12, The Black Ravens Are Flying, allows the the side moving second to "...reposition any 
one...crew (and any Gun Possessed [A4.43] by it)..." - if you reposition a crew and its Gun, do they retain HIP? 

A.  Yes. 

Main Tournament Round 5: 

SV9 Mexico and Morocco 

B28.45 Known Minefields: The owner places the desire number of these counters constructed with a strength of 6, 
8 or 12 with their strength-side down.  Once a minefield makes an attack it is flipped over to its numbered side. 

B28.47 Dummy Minefields: In any scenario in which a player has received > one Dummy Minefield counter, he 
may make a Secret dr (halved; FRD) and receives an additional number of Dummy Minefield counters (or none).  
Revealed Dummy Minefields are simply removed from play.  

Note: Dummy Minefields counters are often different in appearance due to an old printing quality and therefore we 
recommend that you use Anti-Tank Mines as Dummy Minefields counters in this scenario with their strength-side 
down. 

SP204 Yankee Pride:  Q.  SSR adds a +1DRM to BOG drm for using roads to move up/down? Is it really worse to 
use the roads? 

A.  Yes.  The historical source says that vehicles attempting to drive uphill lost traction and slid downhill/into 
ditches/rollovers.  



Saturday Mini-Tournament: 

OA29 The Amy H:  Q.   SSR 3 reads: “should the Matilda II have to make a Crew Survival DR, a 1-4-9 British 
Hero is placed onboard with any surviving crew.”  Am I right if I say that this hero appears, no matter what the 
outcome is of the CS DR? 

A.  No; a hero is created/placed only if the AFV crew survives.  

RB3 The Bread Factory:  Q.  SSR #2 says roll a dr for the German 9-1 at the start of each German Prep Fire 
Phase. The 9-1 may go berserk if the dr =< the current turn #.  If tbe dr is =< the current turn number and AT 
THAT INSTANT there is no "Known occupant" in the closest Russian occupied Location not occupied solely by 
HIP/Concealed units (i. e. there is no Known Russian on the map), does the 9-1 and all German infantry in his 
Location Battle Harden instead, per A15.44? 

A.  No, this is *not* being a HOB roll, so the 9-1 would *not* Battle Harden...instead, he continues to roll the 
special Berserk roll until he *does* activate. 

VotG09 Eviction  Notice:  All on-map terrain that is not in play in a scenario remains in effect for offboard 
movement/entry purposes during that scenario.  The German perimeter hexes are:  O23-P22-Q23-R22-S23-T22-
U23-V22-W22-W21-X20. 

FrF30 Bidermann’s Escape:  The SdKfz 10/5 is from Armies of Oblivion (German Vehicle Note 88.1, page 
H171). 

MoFo Mini-Tournament: 

BFP82 Steamrollers:  Q.  A few of the scenarios have fortified buildings. Can tunnels be substituted for these? 

A.  Yes, unless a SBR forbade it you can exchange. 

BFP4 Vehicle Notes Errata - Russian Churchill III(b) counter image: The “*” should be removed from in front the 
57L MA designation. 

WO 5 Astride Hells Highway:   Q.  The VC say the Germans have to max out 20FP along the VC road. Is that any 
hex within the VC road hexes? Do I need to have LOS to all road hexes or just a few of the VC road road hexes to 
put 20FP in? 

A. 20 fp anywhere on the road net.  

DB057 – The Bloody Torokina Perimeter – In SSR #1, add the following at the end of the second to last 
sentence:  “These shellholes eliminate all other terrain in the hex.” 

Friday Japanese Mini-Tournament: 

FrF17 The Marco Polo Bridge Incident:  With regards to DD squads, the Chinese are limited to 10% FRU of its 
total OB. The Chinese player could choose ANY of the squads, i.e. at start or reinforcements, as the DD squads. 

FT137 300:  IJA units must set up in the 4-hexes-wide strip that runs along east/north/west edges and GMD units 
must set up >= two hexes away from this strip. In fact, there is a one-hex wide no man's land. 

PBP3 Children of the Kunai:  The draw VC is N/A.  The Austalian player needs 9 VP or greater to win the 
scenario; any other result is a Japanese win. 

 

 


